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ABSTRACT
Three areas of concern for tho . considering\

competency-based graduation isquirements are d cussed. First, what
is involved in implementing a'competency-based graddation.
requirement? The first tasks are the specification of performance
standards and the performance skill areas. Then, appropriate
certification procedures can be selected, and their reliability and
validity can be verified. The second .area of concern is the effect of.
the new requirements on school,practices. The curriculum mayqie
narrowed to concentrate on the skills to be mdasured, tbe 'ear bf
certification may influence curriculum development, -and-expectations
for the students may decline. Options for .in-depth study of a
particular area may be limited, the focus may be ,shifted to the slow
learner, and slow learners may be discodraged from competing for a
diploma,: Teachers* organizations may reactagainst the program, the
amount. of paperwork will increase, and the program pay have e-a
negative effect on staff morale. The 'third areas cf concern are
financial and legal aspects. The cost of the testing program and of.
increased remedial programs must be considered, and the probability
of lawsuits is quite high. Though competency-based graduation
requirements say be valuable, these potential negative effects must
also be 'considered., (BU)
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The cprient movement at the school-district level toward graduation re-

` quirenients stated in terms of student competency rather than accrped course
credit is generally a response tp outside political forces. Several state
legislatures have passed bills detailing the product_ they expect the' school
district to produce. In some cases, the anticipated prOduct of 12 years of
schooling is described in terms of simple literacyreading at a basic level and

-computation-skillsas called for in the Florida legislation, for ,example. In
other cases: genera) areas of expectatiim are detailed in the law with the pro-
vision that each school district finely define the 'skill areas it will be held
'responsible, for and the level at which each graduate should -perform the
Oregon legislation, for example. .

Rather than consider the forces that brought competency-based programs to
the educational systems or review the various state statutes dealing
competencies for school children, this paper will address three general areas of
concern that 'should be considered:

a

1. What is involved in implementing a competency-based._sraduation require-
ment?

2. flow are the new requirements likely totinfluence school practices..
, .3. What are the legal and financial ramifications of the requirement?

Each of these questions will be discussed briefly. However, the discussion will
not provide an answer in the simple sense. The knowledge base concerning
these programs is very.limited. Where competeney-hased requirements do exist,
the programs have been in operation for a short time, and 'informationrif

. there is any, is tentative. Moreoverunlikeother educational innovations-that
have had enabling legislationthe Elementary and Secondary School Act, for
examplethere is no demand from legislatures for evaluation of a competency
requirement. Consequently, no systematic information is ing collected re-
gardirig the program and its effects on the students and the pifools as organ-
izations. This lack of information has created a situation wh e 'advoca es,and
adversaries argue cases in the, media, relying mainly on rhetoric and atch
phrases rather than on information collected from actual cases.

The 'discussion of the thiee questions posed in thig paper will concern what
might happel if competericy-based graduation requirements were instituted in
e school district. The consequences that will be discussed are piimarily
negative. Some of them might be averted by concurrent actions of the school
district, while others, in my opinion, are necessary consequences of the
graduation requirement.
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WHAT IS INVOLVED IN IMPLEMENTING A
COMPETENCY-BASED GRADUATION REQUIREMENT?

I

The decision to transform a diploma from a record of successful completion of
courses at the high school level to a _certification of skill Involves two. major

.
questions:. ,i

to

. a. What is `the standard of_performance to which individuals Will be com-
pared? . .

. . *.p

6. Howti,vill individuals be tested so that they *nay be certified? ,!

Some indiyj.cliials consider the certification process simply a matte of malCillit
f

i'measurement decision. I submit that the measurement decisioimust be sec-
ondary. The first task must be to set standards in certain performance areas.

, Onli.hfter "competed" has .been defined can the selection of tthe measure-
ment procedure take' place. If the standard is set after the measure is devel-
oped, the testing procedure williend to determine the !areas of competency
rather than the other way around. -

,. .

., ,)
. ,

' ,

. .
Setting a Standard

The choice of a standard of perfoimance in the area'of competency-bas.1
diplomas may be limited by the legislation in kome states: Those states that
have limited the-required skills,to reading and computation have, in fact, made

. decisions for local school districts. The districts must simply work within the
constraints of the skill areas' to set standards of performance in those particu-
lar areas. Let us consider the more general case where the areas of skill must
first be determined and then standards of performance set.

Selecting skill areas and setting standards: for certification are done on a
regular basis by various state and local agencies. Any licensing procedure in-
volves both activities. Consider for a moment a widely accepted procedure
with which almost every adult in this country is-familiarthe ,driver's test.
When the automobile was first introduced in this country, there were no certi-

'fication procedures for drivers. Legislation was enacted when problems began
tg be noticed. It was more than a matter of incompetent drivers. Licensing ,

vehicles and driverswas necessary to generate revenue for road maintenance
and'also to keep track of who was on the road and who owned the vehicles. In-
dividuals who began driving in the 1920s often received their first license by
simply paying the appropriate-fee. There were no performance tests. As 'our
knowledge base increasedthat is, as We came to know what a good driver
wasand as states, dev'eloped departments of motor vehicles, tests of driver,
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competence were developed: A good driver, or a competent driver, has come
to be defined as a person who has two basic,skills. The first of these is a knowl-

, edge of the rules of the road. Each .state has procedures that measurthow well
.an individual knows the laws governing a driver, and has designated an appro-
priate knowledge.level. The second skill area in which a driver must show com-
petence is on-the-rOad performance in a vehicle. The level of performance and,
the situatioit in which theverformancelk observed vary fronfstatt to state. f,So

Driving competence, then, is defined in terms of two different kinds of
skills, and standards are set for each of Oen.... As the old definition becomes in-
adequate, the definition of competence continues to be refined. hi the area of
driver licenses, the states have defined two ways of checking on the adequacy
of their ihitial definition of competence. First, traffic violation records are
maintained. If individuals show through their driving records .that they con-
tinually violate the law, then the state uses its mechanism for revoking their
licenses. Second, the license is not a lifetime certificate of skill. Some states
have exercised the option to recertify the individual.in either o both of the im-
portant skill areas each time the license is up for renewal.

The standard of performance and the performance skill areas are contin-
ually updated for all who seek the performance certificate. This procedure was
developed beealle the initial standards proved to be inadequate. Why are the
old skill levels considered inadequate? First, because conditions on the road
,constantly change, and standards must be 'upgraded to meet them. Second,
because the stares had little knowledge of what good driving meant, the initial
standards of performance were set at an arbitrary level. Today, as we increase
our understanding of performance at one arbitrary level, we can make reason-1
able, information-based decisions about changes in that arbitrary standard. 14

If the driver's license analogj, holds for the high school diploma, we might
see diplomas that are good .for five Years. After that time, individuals would
have to show that they have not letlheir skills in reading and computation slip.

- After a generation, we might .find that there are other skills that a competent
high school graduate-should have. Renewal of the diploma* (certificate of
competence) could thenbe based on skills in social studies or science, for ex-
ample. Competence in skills not included in the first performance standards
rnaf, in time, be necessary for performance as an adult in Our society.

'A second licensing procedure with which we are. familiar is the testing of
competence to perform in a specific job area. Educational institutions and
state agencies certify individuals to become teachers, accountants, nurses,
pilots-7the Hits goes on to inclticle all professions requiring licensing. The
n'atureof the standard of4erformance in this situation is slightly different
from thehase discussed above. %,

The nature of the standard depends on at least two conditions: 1) whether or
% not the skills that Ore necessary to performethe task are well defined, and .

,
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2) how elf Lively the licensure process is used to cbntrol the market..Con er
for a Tao ent e criteria used by the airlines to select pilots. Competence is
defined by AA in terms of the number of hours logged actually flying art
airplane. Howeyer, after the Vietnam conflict, so many ,young men returned
with enough flying time logged to receive a license that the airliner began to ,

systematically raise treir standards of performance for a pilots job. Because .11

FAA regulations already specified necessary air time logged, the carriers added ,
the dimension of credentials. There are no data to support the claid

. .
that amaaref's degree makes a safer pilot, but the carriers use that standard to
narrow the numbers of eligible candidates fpr the job. An arbitrary standard,
yes, but one that is objectively appliatto all candidates. -

Consider, also, the Case of nursing standards in this country. Each state has
a different cut-off point on the National Nursing Examination which it uses as
the standard for a nursing license. If the level of performance on the best were
directly related to acceptable skills; then ohemight suppose that the same score
woAld be used by all states. However, health facilities need to hire a certain
nutither of nurses, and some parts of tpe country have more djfficulty in .

"1- recruiting than others. Consequently, states control the number of eligible can-
didates for jobs bk,manipulating the acceptable score for a license. Within any.
st e, however, a license des not guarantee a job. The individual ins(itutions

more information to make a judgment about nursing skills and often re-
que'st a, transcript of grades from a training institution. Grades are a pa?tial
indicator of the skills of an individual candidate in patient-care practices not
easilymeasured by a paper-and-pencil test.

Will the job market for higp school graduates have an influence on'wliat the
acceptable performance for certification will be? Cana school district, polit-
ically afford to set a standard of performance that will not be met by 8aper- -
cent of the students attempting to become certified? How can.a school district
defend itself against critics who point to differences in the standards of perfor-

. mance betwe& one district and another? While the media have been quick to
point out the arbitrary nature of the mandatory retirement age, they haye not
seen the arbitrary nature of state licensing prpcedures. It seems reasonableto
assume that the_Press will not se?. that setting standatds for proficiency in
computation at various levels is just as arbitrary as setting a retirementr,age
level at 65. Any acceptable level of performance is, in fact, strictly arbitrary,
and its worth can only be determined by the test of time (Glass, I978).

Therefore, the question of the standards that the schools must consider is
not so much what level of performance is acceptable,-but what sorts of perfor-
mance ought to be codsitlered when a standard is defined. Do we expect
years of education to produce, individuals who can read and compute or are
there other essential areas? How much history is essential? Is an understanding
and appreciation of the arts important? Should 'the quality of schooling be

4
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judged by an.:ndividual'i ability to secure a job? And, most important, how
will weevaluate the standard we set? 'When should we examine the dcision so
that the standard can.be changed if neWary? .

These decisions needto be cbnsideredlby many parties. Boards of education
and prOfessional educators should interact in an open fashiOn so that all value
positions can be heard.`Setting standards is a critical procedure for schools,
since it defines a major emphasis of the school. Boards of education niust.be-

N sure that theirauthoritylor local determination has not been usinpAby either
the state legislature or the state department of education. Local' boards should
retain the.option ,of reviewing the standards and changing them, if necessary,
to make them consistent with the values held by the community and the profess

1. siogioepinions of the of the schools.

TeSting for Certification
-

Once the standard of performance has been set, the procedure for determining
whether an ithilividuil student has met that standard can be selected. No par-

.

ticular measuring syStem is always the best to use to determine-a specific skill
level .0 Every procedure has to be investigated to determine how good 'the
information from the procedure hand how easily it can be implemented by the
systeln. Thus, there are two major question., for each -district to answer:
1) What sorts of procedures migit be used?and 2) How will the measurement
procedure be selected? Notice that in the discussion of the measuring or testing
device, we are not concerned with whether we are meaturing the right things.
The question of whether the standard selected is right or appropriate is not a
measurement question.

The way in which the standards 'are stated, however, does limit thd way in
wnicii,the certification can be done. Some states And districts hive .compiled
relatively long lists describing the skills to be aciquireci by a student during the
12 years of-instruction. Certification or skill acquisition tfies place in this
system throughout the student's school career:4n other programs that are
competency-based, the skills that have been described are mitimum require-
rents for grAduation;lo be tested in the eleventh or twelfth grade..

If Certification occurs a various points while the student is in the school
system,.it will most likely involve teacher judgment. Teachers certify that the
student has acquired the necessary. skips specified in his permanent file. This
system does not repreient any major departure fr9m the basic procedure of the
School; it is merely a new name for an old grading technique. Instead of a child
getting a report that indicates that hyor she completed Third-gradentfathe-i,
matics satisfactorily, he or she now has those specific competencies certified by.
the teacher. No substantial change in the school has to be effected in order to

5.
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accommodate this new procedure. The effects on teachers, students, and the
public, however, might be substantial. These effects will be discussed below,

If certification is totake place just before the termination of a stud, ent from
the system, the most common sort of _procedure used involves a paper-and:
pencil test. Whether the test is developed by the local system, the state depart-
ment Of education, or some independent firm; this measure of student achieve:
inent is giveriiWit,more weight than any other piece of evidence concerning ,

level of-learning 'the student has achieved. -The quality of the measure;
therefore, must be beyond question. However, no single measurement device
can'be.good enough to outweigh 42 years of other evidence. If the measure'

evidenFe that is.differentfrom all The othef evidence theischool has col-
lectekarbout the individual, then one has to ask ifthere was Something about
this particular testing situation that ma'de the results inaccurate. Mighr it lie

' that ttie studen$ was ill that yarticular day or 4as the test a pm measure of
skill? '2,

Some,school systemstave developed a third alternative: Wnile teacher jucig-
'ment in. terms of kgiades in particular courses is still required for the high
school diploma, the *ability to read on a particular level is required for entry in- .

to the high school. In some school districts, reading proficiency at the sixth-o
grade leveis adequate. Specification of the standard in this situation is based
on group norms (Shepard, 1976). The rationale for this system qf entry into
the high school reflects the different tkinctions of the, two school Nvels: Vasic .

skill development taking place at the elementary school level, and advanced
study taking place at the high schoollevel. .

Reliability and
.

No matter what system of certification is Used /two majo hcriteria shpuld, be
applied to judge its adequacy. Thes4criferia are the accepted standards for
technical. adequacy of a measuring device reliability and validity. Tlie
reliability of a measuring device or procedure concerns its consistency. That is,
does the device act like an elastic tape measure indicating different lengths of
the same thing each time it is lised or does it give the sam etinformation each
time it is used? One has to ask whether a teacher's judgment is thexame over
time and whether two teachers "Waking a decision concerning the same student
would agree. If decisions are not the same; then one would have to lay that toile
procedure used was not reliable.

If a, paper-And-pencil test used, to make` he certification decision, one
must ask' whether the test gives The same inforThationconcerning a given stu-
dent on various days of testing."Procedures exist that help test develope .1 find
out how much £f the test score can be influenced by the time at which the test

6
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is given, the room conditions in which the test is administered, and the effec-
tiveness of the administrator. However, there are some conditions that affect

. scores in ways that may not be immediately clear, such as the health of the stu-
dent or hisInotivation to succeed on the test. -

The second criterion of technical adequacy, validity, indicates the extent to
which the device measurestwhat it is suppdsed to measure If a test is supposed
to measure ability in social studies evidence of inyalidity would be that the test
actually indicates the reading ability of the group and does not, strictly speak-
ing measure knowledge of social studies. Three techniques are available to

her evidence concerning the validity of a measurevent procedure. First'
evidence is gathered about the content of the questions asked during the pro"-

' cedure. Judges review the qtlestions arikask whether them is an _identifiable
difference between the questions used in the procedure and the description of ".

what the procedure is supposed,to measure. For instance, in a test that is sup-
posed to measure mathematics ability, judges would ask why some of the items
might contain references to historical facts. Additionally, these judges could
check for other:kinds of unintentional biases in the items. This sort of validity
check is called contentvalidity. .

Second, the test could be coMpared 'and re,lated *to other measures with
which it is supposed to agree. This sort of validity evidence is called correla-
tional validity. In the case of cometency measurement, this sort of evidence
may be difficult to find. In traditional measures, individuals are ofteii sep-
arated hy great differences in score. In fact, test developeys try to find items
that measure not only important bits of knowledge but also the differences
between individuals. Items that everyone gets correct are often removed from .

thetests. .

However, in competency-based measurement, it is important that each item
be selected for what it asks, and whether everyone gets iticorrect or not is not
an issue. Consequently,' such a measure may produce test results that show
everyone getting all items right. In this kind pf, situation, no correjatidnal
validity would be found. This pOsition has been stated in the literature many
times in the last several years (Popham & Husek, 1969). Educators have not,

' found an adequate replacement foccorrelational validity, so many tests do not
report this sort of index. The impact of the Lack of this evidence on the &Trail
quality of tests is unknown. 1,

The third, and most difficult, sort of evidence to gather is called construct
validity. Does what the test measures exist in the way the test developer thinks
it does? Thetis, if the test is'supposed to measureliteracy, and we believe that
literate people behave in some substantially different ways from illiterate peo-

. ple, will the .scores reflect the differences between the two groups? There are
various experimental procedures for gatherin'i evidence, but it generally. takes
a long period of time. Regarding the example of a literacy test, the information

. 9_
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concerning the test procedure also asks the question, "Does the construct of
literacy make any sense?" Consult validity asks not only about themeasure-,
meet .Procedure used but it also asks 'about the definition of what is being

measured. If the plan for the measuring device were not thought through prop-
erlyAit would be very difficult to find,evidence w support the construct validity
of the device..

Collecting evidence Concerning the quality of the measurement procedure
cannot be done only once. The quality of the evidence is limited by the situa:
tion in which it is gathered-and the way in which the test information is 'used:
The quality of the devices must be checked over time to be sure thai a good
instrument remains good and to find ways of improving a moderately good

''one.
t Whatever procedure is used to certify individuals in the school system(, all

parties concerned should be very sensitive to the issue of measurement quality.
No other procedure in the school is liken' to come under the scrutiny of so
many people. And, more important, no other procedure has as much
likelihOod of affecting the lives of individual students.

Implementing the Program

Thewo issues of implementationsetting the standard and testing for certifi-
.

cationinvolve decisions that a board of education should make very care-
fully. Before implementing a competency-based pro.grani, the board needs to

k
know how various members s3f the community feel about education, what the
professionals think aificl know about what is happeninin the schools, and at
what grade level certification procedures should be implemented. Before using
the, requirement for the diploma, evidence concerning.the quality of the-mea-
sures should be established. Without this information, the requirement is in..
defensible.

8
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HOW ARE THE NEW REQUIREMENTS LIKELY
TO INFLUENCE SCkIOOL4PRACTICES?

Those who support competency-based graduation requirements feel that such
requirements will have some lasting and good effects on schools in this coun-
try. They see the high school diploma taking on new meaning, reflecting
upgraded skills in high school seniors. I hope they are right. And hope is all we
have, since no one has evidence-that this change in graduation requirements
will produce any effects at all. Rather than review the possible benefits of cer-
tified skills, let us consider the possible negative impacts the change may have
on three major segments of the-school as we know it todaythe curriculum,
the students, and the staff.

4.

How May Curriculum Be Affected?

Supporters of the competency-based movement suggest that certification will
. bring us back to the basics. One is-tempted to ask, "Back from where?" But

that is not important. "Back to the basics" may be the positive way,of saying
that our school curricula are to be narrowed by this movement. The certifica-
tion requirements will lead to concentration on the skills necessary for gradua-
tion. HoWever, pointing out the areas of concentration in the cUrricultim (la's
not tell us what, in fact, is going to be deleted from the curriculum. Since an

- essential feature of a certification requirement is the testing for certification;
the skills that are prescribecAtight turnofn to be those That are simple and easy
to measure. Thus, the more complex skills taught in the schools may be deleted
from the program of study: The program in a school district could be defined.
by a testing device that was constructed under the pressure of "time, and for
which there is no adequate rationale. Letting the test define the school curricu-
lum is possibly the worst effect the requirement could have on school practice.

second and related issue is that the competencies to be certified may have
been developed through some kind of negotiation process among edutators
and various representatives of the community. The team that develops the list
of skills cannot include every skill the people feel is important. Ifwe tested for
all of those skills in the schools, there would be no time left-for, instruction.
The negotiation process could lead to compromises, and the rmill list of skills
could contain three types of competencies: a) those skflOulteveryone agrees
are important; b) those skills that, while some disagria(to their importance,
no one finds objectionablerandc) those skills that no One really cares about
but no one objects to either. The reasoathe three skill types are included is that
agreement is a yery difficult thing, to aehieiie-once-the team moves away_front

'11
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reading and computing. It is relatively easy to agree that all childrenstiouldbe
able to read (although the level-of-reading standard may be difficult to find).
Questions concerning the level of art appreciation, vocational trainjng, and
social facts are much more.difficult to answer. The team developing the list of
skills 'quickly moves to lino closure on a particular skill by asking if anyone in
the group objects to that skill being taught in the .schools. The result is a

-manageable list of skills to which everyone.aKees, and to which there is no ob-

jection, ratherthan a list of skills that everyoasees as equally important.
A third impact on the.curriculum occurs when the decision concerning 'the

year of certification is made. If certification occurs the year previous to the ter-

' minetion year, skills the child should have learned in elementary school are in-
cluded in the tigh school curriculum to ensure that he or she will pass in the
eleventh grade or in the twelfth grade for those who failed the first time: In ef-
fect, the curriculum of the high school duplicates the elementary school cur-
riculum for most students in the eleventh grade and for some students in both

the eleventlfand twelfth grades.
A fourth possible influence on the curriculum of the school might be the

general decline in expectations for the school and students. Minimum require-
ments will soon,be interpreted as maximum expectations. The certification

'standards are the public's point of reference With the school. If only
minimums are stated, that is all the.public:will expect of the schools. Thus, the
expectation for a product of Die public school will be set at the minimum. In
addition, and perhaps most tragically, those inside the school systemthe stu-
dents and teacherswill begin to accept' minimum standards as the ex-

.
pected level of performance.

C

How Maqtudent's Be Affected?'

The effects-of a cony -bdsed program on the student population are
vatied. In some-respect tit children are affected by the changeS inherent in
this Curriculum strategy., The first significant difference between this strategy
and othejs is that options for in-depth study of any particular area of aca-
demics or any particular vocational skills may be limited. The student must
proceed through a curriculum geared to a set of competehcies representing
general population and not that student's papicular interests.

A second, and more devastating, blow to most students who 4.-e in the
average range is that the focus of the gchool district is on the slow learner'. 1 he
school district has the responsibility for remediation of any sttidents who do

not achieve competency on a measure or receive the rating of "competent" liy
a teacher, Once a standard for a skill has been adopted, the school moral
respOniibility to have all students reach that goal. Consequently, extra pro-

10
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0.-
grams and special events are focused toward the slow learner. The average stu-
dent who proceeds along the proposed timeline of competency achievement
does not participate in any enrichment programs. The gifted student who may
achieve those competencies early has no options in terms of special events ors_

enrichinent becapse teacher time and school district money are devoted to the
remediation of Ithe slow learners.

And finally, the slow learners may be negatively affected by the change in
certification. Rumors of the difficulty level of the test may cause some slower
students not to, enter into the competition for a diplo'ma. The drop-out rate
may, in fact, increase because students decide to enter- the 'lob market early
with no dipl ma rather than spend time in school and exit with a certificati f
attendance. oreover, remedial programs may be withheld from student n-
ail they have ailed the certification test. If the procedure is late in their ool
career, it may be too late to help them achieve success.

How May Staff Be Affected? rs

r

If a competency-based program is implemented, there are three major areas in
which the staff of the school district will be influenced. First, if the staff is
organized and the program involves a paper-and-pencil meTsurement device,
there is likely to be a strong reaction from the teachers' organization. The Na-
tional Education Association has taken a strong stand against the use of for-
malized testing programs (Quinto & McKenna, 1977). Most local associations
see large testing programs as a means of changing the criteria by which
teachers are presently evaluated. This matter is likely to create labor/manage-
ment friction.

'Second, if the program is implemented, it will change the way teachers in.-
teract with students and other educators in the system. The amount of paper-

' work that a competency-based program generates is horrendous. Not only is
paper consumed as objectives are generated 'and passed through the system,
but, also, teachers spend a great deal of time writing detailed reports of what
they have done. Generating procedures for the certification of competencies
consumes time and paper. Time is spent monitoring student progress.
Whatever system of certification is established, the procedure selected to
measure the competency is added to the existing measurement procedure. The
skills measured by competency tests may be valued by the district but not
necessarily by the classroom teacher to whom testing for such skills would be a
waste of classroom time, since it has no pla e in the planned learning for
his/her classroom.

Third, the program is likely to have a negati ,e effect rn staff morale. A cur-
riculum -based on the list of skills pescribed 14 the district is likely to be inter-

,
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preted by the teachers as a way of restricting their creativity in the classroom.
When curriculum 'decisions Feticide at the building level, teachers .may in-
teract informally to change the curriculum, but tildistrict-level statement will
be much more difficult to affect in an informal AY, thus, lowering the level
Of influence an'individual teacher might have. -
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WHAT ARE THE LEGAL AND FINANCIAL:
RAMIFICATIONS OF THE REQUIREMENT?

4.--

Boards of education have always been concerned with the cost of education,
and in today's climate of taxpayer revolt and liking prices, this ioncent has
become acute. Consequently, the cost ofslhy new program must bsorefully
ocinsidered. Additionally, since we are now in an age where legalsencounters
between individuals and educational institutions have become almost com-
mmiplace, actions of the board must be reviewed for possible legal ramifica-
tions. Frequently, school policy is determined in the courtroom and not in the
board room.

Some Financial Aspects
.

Two kinds of extra expenses will be incurred by a school-district if a certifica-
tion requirement is established for high school graduation. The first is ob-
vious. It is the cost of the procedure itself. Whether the certification process
involves teacher judgmenie6r,a testing program; the cost of record keeping will
increase for the district. Some districts that have put such a program into
oper'ation have had to purchase computers to accommodate the,extrerecords
generated by the program. Not only are there supply requirements, but staff
generally needs to be added as well. 1

The second cost resulting from implementation of this kind of program is a
'hidden one. The district will have.to start a remediation program for those
Who do not meet the certification requirements. The number of individuals re-
quiring extra instruction 'will depend on the student population. It seems
unlikely that a district that decides to give diplomas based on certified skills

-co* change its mind if the test revealed,that too many students were below 7
the certifiable level, Not' could the district lower the level of certification, since
initial announcements would,, no doubt, be accompa ,pied by a campaign to
convince the public of theArth of the performance standards. The district,
then, must establish and assume the cost ofia program of remediation. Special
federal and state funds are generally earmarked for elementary-level pro-
grams, so the district would have to find other sources of funds for remedia-
tion. At this point, it seems uhlikely that the taxpayers would be to vote
in favor of increasing taxes to give the schools a second try at teaching a group
of students. The board would have no alternative, then, but to reassign staff
and drop sonic existing p(rogramS.

The cost of theiremediation ptocess would be'a difficult thing to plan for.
No school district should enter into competency-based strategies without some
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idea of the number of students who are likely candidates for the remediation
program.

Some Legal Aspects

In recent years, many educational policies have been set in the courts. Indi-
viduals have sued districts for many things, ranging from.violation of due pro-
cess to culpability for a student's inability p get and hold employment.
can only speculate as to whether the courts will continue to rule in favor of the
school districts that have certified specific skill levels.

The present educational procedures call for school ,distigts to certify that
students halm satisfactorily completed a-particulai educational program, not
that a studenttan read at a particular level or comprehend a particular neWs-

0. paper article. Records of the schools now indicate the number of teacher con-
ferences in -which a teacher indicated that a student was' not meeting the
teacher's or the school's expectations.

A quality measuring device is Critical to the certification process in the legal
sense not only because it may be used as evidence if the district is brought to
court but also because the district must be sure that certification occurs'only if
the student, truly achieves at the level specified the school.distritt. fear of
this type of court suit might tend to make the district very conservativein its
setting of performance standards. Such conservativeness will increase the cwt.
of remediation, since more individuals X11 fail to meet the certification re-.
quirements.

A second kind'of suit may be brought against the certiticatam procedure
itself. A charge of bias is likely to be brought against districts with a minority
population that achieves at a lower level than theajority. If other tests show
a difference on a group basis, it is unlikely that the certification.test mill not
show the same group differences. If the procedure itself is not charged with
bias, the wayin which the remediatiOn takes/place will most likely be con-
demned as a mechanism for introducing segregation into the schools.
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CONCLUSION

o

. ;
I have tried in this paper to consider some of the negative consequences ora
competency-based graduation requirement. It is not my intention to state these
pOsitions as facts, because the facts coneernitrga certification requirement do
not exist. Rkher, I would hope that those individual School districts that are
not required by. law to implement the progr"am wait and see what happens in
the states where the certificatikn requirement has been specified by the legisla-
ture. This is the standard procedure for most districts anyway. A small per-
centage of districts try any and all educational changes. A small percentage do
not change at all. But the vast majority of decisions are based on the effect ofa
change in another location. The same should be /rue of a change in the way we
graduate students from our schools. The dekision should be made-with full
knowledge of the consequences of the change and hot because television com-
mentators, syndicated columnists, or the state legislators use rhetoric to con-
vincelocal boards of education.
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